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REAL TIME OBJECT LOCALIZATION AND
RECOGNITION FROM SILHOUETTE
IMAGES

mine the pro?le and the binary image of the object limited
to the positions having the differences beloW the threshold
along the ?rst and second axes.

The method comprises determining a pixel-by-pixel dif
ference betWeen a binary image of the target object used to
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

determine the pro?les and the binary image of the object
limited to the position having the difference beloW the
threshold.
The image includes a plurality of objects. The method is

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to the detection of an object
and more particularly to a method for tWo-dimensional

performed for multiple target objects, each target object

detection and recognition of the object from silhouette
images based on multiple projections.

corresponding to at least one pro?le. Each pro?le includes a

2. Discussion of the Prior Art

corresponding orientation of the target object Which is

Fast tWo-dimensional (2D) object detection and recogni

detecting the object.

tion is needed in many machine vision applications. For
example, 2D object detection is often needed to detect,
recognize and distinguish objects moving on a conveyor

de?ned as the orientation of the object in the image upon
15

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a

method is provided for detecting an object. The method
includes illuminating the object from behind as vieWed by a
camera, capturing an image of the backlight object using the

belt.
Where the objects can be characteriZed and distinguished

camera, determining a projection to a ?rst axis, and deter
mining a projection to a second axis. The method further
includes determining a difference betWeen a pro?le of a

based on shape, silhouette images obtained through back
light illumination offer the possibility to focus merely on the
object shape Without being in?uenced by the surfaces of the

target object to the ?rst axis and the projection to the ?rst
axis at a plurality of positions along the ?rst axis, and

objects or other re?ections. As a result, a binary silhouette

(e.g., black/White or 0/1) may be classi?ed. The binary

detecting the object by determining if the difference betWeen
silhouette can be captured using a standard camera or a line 25 the pro?le to the ?rst axis and the projection to the ?rst axis
scan camera.

is less than a threshold at one of the plurality of positions.
The method determines a difference betWeen a pro?le of the

Various techniques exist for the classi?cation of silhouette

images, for example, geometric moments, Fourier descrip
tors and Blob analysis. Geometric moments are described by

target object to the second axis and the projection of the
image to the second axis at a plurality of positions along the

S. X. Liao and M. PaWlak, “On Image-Analysis By
Moments”, PAMI 18, No. 3, March 1996, pp. 254—266. A
discussion of Fourier descriptors can be found in N. Kiryati,

position determined along the ?rst axis to have the difference

second axis, Wherein the differences are limited to the

beloW the threshold, and detects the object by determining

“Calculating Geometric Properties of Objects Represent by
Fourier Coef?cients”, CVPR 1988, pp. 641—646. M. O.

Shneier described Blob analysis in “Using Pyramids to

35

De?ne Local Thresholds for Blob Detection”, PAMI No. 3,
May 1983, pp. 345—349. HoWever, these methods can fail if

there are multiple objects Within the silhouette, particularly
When tWo or more objects appear to touch.

40

Therefore, a need exists for a system and method of

if the difference betWeen the pro?le to the second axis and
the projection to the second axis is less than a threshold at
one of the plurality of positions.
The ?rst axis corresponds to the Width of the object. The

second axis corresponds to the height of the object. Each
pro?le includes a corresponding orientation of the target
object Which is de?ned as the orientation of the object in the

image upon detecting the object. The object is determined
according to the equation:

tWo-dimensional detection and recognition of an object from

silhouette images based on multiple projections.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
45

The present invention provides a method for detecting an

object. The method includes capturing a binary image of the
object, and determining a projection of the binary image to

value for the ?rst axis, and AP is the area under the training

pro?le.

a ?rst axis. The method further includes determining a
difference betWeen a pro?le of a target object to the ?rst axis

According to one embodiment of the present invention, a

program storage device readable by machine is provided,
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by
the machine to perform method steps for detecting an object.

and the projection at a plurality of positions along the ?rst

axis, and detecting the object by determining if the differ
ence betWeen the pro?le and the projection is less than a
threshold at one of the plurality of positions.
The method includes determining a projection of the
binary image to a second axis prior to determining the
position and orientation. The method determines a difference
betWeen a pro?le of the target object to the second axis and
the projection of the image to the second axis at a plurality

Where M¢(j) is a normaliZed measure of dissimilarity for a

position j, P¢(i) is a trained image value, I(I+j) is a projection

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
55

Preferred embodiments of the present invention Will be
described beloW in more detail, With reference to the accom

panying draWings:
FIG. 1 is an example of a training image according to an

of positions along the second axis, Wherein the differences

embodiment of the present invention;

are limited to the position determined along the ?rst axis to
have the difference beloW the threshold, and detects the

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 in an example of a binariZed image according to an

object upon determining the difference betWeen the pro?le

FIG. 3 is a comparison of a trained pro?le and an actual

to the second axis and the projection to the second axis is
less than a threshold at one of the plurality of positions. The
method includes determining a pixel-by-pixel difference

pro?le of FIG. 2 according to an embodiment of the present

betWeen a binary image of the target object used to deter

65

invention;
FIG. 4 is an image including several different objects
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
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FIG. 5 is a vieW of FIG. 4 wherein one object has been

The object to be recogniZed has a preferred orientation,

detected individually according to an embodiment of the

Which is captured in a training image and at least one
corresponding pro?le. FIG. 3 shoWs an example of a trained
pro?le 302 overlaid on the image projection 301. During a

present invention;
FIG. 6 is a projection to the x-axis and pro?le for the
image of FIG. 4 according to an embodiment of the present

recognition phase the objects may be rotated in the (x,y)
image plane compared to the trained image of the target
object due to, for example, handling tolerances. In order to

invention; and
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a method according to an

recogniZe rotated objects, the rotation range is estimated for

embodiment of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

a particular application (e.g., +/—10 degrees). Rotated pro
10

in pro?les at —10, —8, —6, —4, —2, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 degrees.

The present invention presents a system and method for

x and y-pro?les of the target object are computed for each
orientation for later comparison With the projection of the

tWo-dimensional (2D) detection (localization) and recogni
tion of objects from silhouette images based on multiple

projections.

15

According to an embodiment of the present invention, the
method can determine both global and local differences
betWeen objects. The method is trained using at least one

image (training image) of a target object. After training, the
method can detect and recogniZe an instance of the target

that different step siZes can be used to achieve desirable
20

orientation information.

The method tolerates object rotation Within the image
25

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a
method based on projections is described for distinguishing
betWeen objects that appear to touch. FIG. 4 is an example
of an image including three objects 401—403. For

corresponding to FIG. 4 is shoWn in FIG. 5. Aprojection to

the x-axis is computed, for example, the projection 601 of
FIG. 5 is shoWn in FIG. 6. The trained pro?les, e.g., 602, are
30

compared With the x-projection 601, for example, starting
from the left side of the image. All of the pro?les, e.g., 602,

aligned substantially along a known direction, for example,

are shifted from left to right (or right to left) along the
projection 601. Amatch betWeen the projection of the image

as along a conveyor belt. A projection of a binary image

along the x-axis is created, preferably along the direction of
object motion in the case of a conveyor belt, in order to

recognition characteristics, including inter alia, accuracy
and speed.

classi?cation, the image is binariZed. The binariZed image

a fast inspection procedure, for example, on a personal
computer including an Intel Pentium III® 550 MHZ proces
sor the method is able to analyZe one image (320x240

pixels) Within about 5 milliseconds
Preferably, the object to be detected and recogniZed is

image to be analyZed. The rotated pro?les may be generated
automatically according to an algorithm for shifting pixels,
or individually determined using the target object at different
rotations. One of ordinary skill in the art Would recogniZe

object among other objects and can determine position and

plane up to a range. The range can be speci?ed by the user
during projections. A?ne search in a 2D image can result in

?les of the trained image are generated through the rotation
range, for example, With a step siZe of 2 degrees, resulting

and a pro?le is determined according to the folloWing rule:
35

localiZe the object along the x-axis. The projection to the
x-axis is computed as, for example, the number of object
Where:

pixels in a column. The object can be localiZed in the
y-direction based on a projection to the y-axis. Once the

position and orientation of the object has been determined,

Mq?(j) is a normaliZed measure of dissimilarity at position
40

the x and y-projections can be compared With a pro?le of a

2D binary template image to determine local deviations
from the training image. According to an embodiment of the
present invention, the method can distinguish and detect
multiple objects Within an image. For an image including
multiple objects, the objects are segmented along the x-axis.

abs( ) is an absolute value;

45

P¢is a trained pro?le; and
A¢is the area under the trained pro?le.

Further, by training various types of target objects, the
method can distinguish betWeen different types of objects.

For example, at each position j, along the x-axis, the
difference betWeen the trained pro?le value P¢(i) and the
projection value of the x-projection I(i+j) is determined. It

Referring to FIG. 1, to train a system implementing a

method according to the present invention, the object 101 is
placed beloW a camera. Illumination and camera sensitivity

should be noted that a pro?le P¢(i) may cover a portion of
the axis, e.g., pro?le 602 covers approximately 150 pixels as

may be adjusted to obtain a binary image (black and White)
through thresholding. Thresholding sets a value, e.g., 50%
brightness, above Which all pixels are de?ned as White and
beloW Which all pixels are de?ned as black. An example of

a binary image including the object 101 is shoWn in FIG. 2.
The binary image is projected to the x-axis and a projection
is obtained. The projection 301 corresponding to FIG. 2 is
shoWn in FIG. 3. The y-axis projection can be determined
using the method for determining the projection to the

55

Which covers the range speci?ed, and these pro?les are
stored for later comparison to a projection of an image.

shoWn in FIG. 6, and that i gives the length of the pro?le,
e.g., 150 pixels, along the axis (e.g., x, y, or Z) starting at any
position j. The absolute differences are summed along the
length of the trained pro?le. The resulting sum is divided
by the area under trained pro?le AP to obtain a normaliZed

measure of dissimilarity M¢(j).
60

x-axis.
According to an embodiment of the invention, the system
is tolerant of object rotation. The user can specify an angle
range that should be tolerated by the system. A set of

pro?les, for example, in tWo-degree increments, is computed

I is a projection of an image;
i is an index of the projection/pro?le;
j is a position on the axis;

65

If M¢(j) is less than a threshold, Which can be manually
adjusted, for example, chosen to be betWeen 0.1 and 0.2 (10
and 20%), then an instance of the target object is detected
With one end at position j. For example, as shoWn in FIG. 6,
the object is detected at approximately the 100th pixel and
extends 150 pixels to the right.
The method can re?ne the position and the rotation angle

by determining M¢(j) in the neighborhood of j, e.g., Within
ten pixels, for each rotation 4) resulting in a set of M¢(j)

US 6,915,010 B2
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values. The minimum M¢(j) amongst a set of M¢(j) values

image pixel-by-pixel. Thus, small local deviations from the
trained model can be detected and the object can be accepted

is determined to match the projection. FIG. 6 shoWs the
projection to the x-axis 601 and the target pro?le 602 that
best matches the projection of object 402 in the image.
Once an object is recognized, the x-projection of the
determined trained object P4, is subtracted from the
x-projection I of the image and the method is iteratively
applied from left to right until all objects are recognized in
the image and are subtracted from the projection I. If the

image contains only objects of the trained type(s), the
resulting x-projection should vanish after subtracting the
projections of the objects.

or rejected accordingly.
The proposed method has been tested on a Pentium III®

550 MHz processor and resulted in the folloWing processing
times: based on an input image size of 320x240 pixels, the
binarization takes 1.5 ms. The pro?le calculation takes 0.9
ms and the pro?le comparison takes 1.6 ms. Therefore,
recognition based on one projection needs 4.0 ms overall
10

In addition to detecting the knoWn objects in the image,
the method can indicate the presence of an unknoWn object

in the vieW, e.g., for sorting purposes. If the unknoWn object
is in the vieW, it shoWs up in the x-projection after subtract
ing the trained objects. Consequently, a threshold can be
applied to the remaining x-projection to detect an unknoWn
object larger than a minimum size and a signal can be
created to sort the unknoWn object out.
If the x-projection is not sufficient to distinguish the

15

computation time per image, corresponding to 250 objects/
sec if on average one object is present in the image. In
practice, camera limitations may constrain the method to

detection of about 60 objects/sec. The time for the y-axis
projection is about 2 ms, assuming for purposes of the
present example that the object covers half the Width of the
image. For a pixel-by-pixel comparison, about 0.5 ms is
needed assuming for purpose of the present example that the
object covers an area of 150x100 pixels. Therefore, in the

high accuracy mode (implementing x and y-projections and
a pixel-by-pixel analysis) the processing time is about 6.5
20

ms per image or 150 objects/sec.
Based on these measurements, it can concluded that the

trained object from other parts, for example, because the

proposed method is Well suited for fast online localization

difference is either small or not visible in the x-projection,
a second projection of the object in an orthogonal direction

and recognition of objects from silhouette images and in

(y-projection) can be extracted. The y-projection is prefer

25

ably extracted during training. If during the recognition
phase, an object has been detected (localized) at position j on
the x-axis based on the x-projection, a second recognition

phase implementing the y-projection and the trained
y-pro?les determines a best ?t along the y-axis. The depth of

30

the search along the y-axis may be limited to the area
The X and the y-pro?les result in tWo one-dimensional

and particularity required by the patent laWs, What is claims
35

1. A method of detecting an object comprising the steps
of:

capturing a binary image of the object;
40

determining a projection of the binary image to a ?rst

axis;
providing a pro?le of a target object;
determining one of a rotated pro?le of the pro?le or a

block 703, determines a projection to a second axis, block
704, and determines a difference betWeen a pro?le of a target
object to the ?rst axis and the projection to the ?rst axis at

rotated projection of the projection;
determining a difference betWeen the pro?le of a target
object to the ?rst axis and the projection at a plurality

of positions along the ?rst axis and at the plurality of
positions alone the ?rst axis for each rotated pro?le or

a plurality of positions along the ?rst axis, block 705. In
block 706 the method detects the object upon determining

rotated projection; and
detecting the object by determining a determined differ

the difference betWeen the pro?le to the ?rst axis and the

ence betWeen the pro?le and the projection is less than

projection to the ?rst axis is less than a threshold at one of

a threshold at one of the plurality of positions.
55

plurality of positions along the second axis, Wherein the
differences are limited to the position determined along the
?rst axis to have the difference beloW the threshold, block

707, and detectes the object upon determining the difference
60

the second axis is less than a threshold at one of the plurality

of positions, block 708.
To obtain a higher accuracy than provided by the projec
tions alone, the 2D binary template image may be stored

during training for each angle. The template corresponds to
the position and angle determined during the localization
step. The binary template can be compared With the binary

appended claims.
What is claimed is:

camera. The method determines a projection to a ?rst axis, 45

betWeen the pro?le to the second axis and the projection to

embodiments of the invention disclosed Which are Within the

and desired protected by Letters Patent is set forth in the

702 captures an image of the backlight object using the

the plurality of positions. The method determines a differ
ence betWeen a pro?le of the target object to the second axis
and the projection of the image to the second axis at a

understood that changes may be made in the particular
scope and spirit of the invention as de?ned by the appended
claims. Having thus described the invention With the details

localized along the x-axis.
functions. The functions describe the location and shape of
the object. Thus, a function is obtained describing the
vertical height of an object as a function of the x-position.
In the same Way, the y-proj ection is obtained by counting the
number of object pixels in an image roW. Upon determining
that the x-projection and the y-projection match at apposi
tion (x,y) and for an orientation 4) the object can be deter
mined to be present.
Referring to FIG. 7, in block 701 the method illuminates
the object from behind as vieWed by a camera, and in block

addition it can cope With situations Where the objects are
rotated and/or appear to touch.
Having described embodiments of a system and method
for the tWo-dimensional detection of objects, it is noted that
modi?cations and variations can be made by persons skilled
in the art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of
determining a projection of the binary image to a second axis
prior to determining the position and orientation.
3. The method of claim 2, further comprising the steps of:
determining a difference betWeen a pro?le of the target
object to the second axis and the projection of the
image to the second axis at a plurality of positions
along the second axis, Wherein the differences are
limited to the position determined along the ?rst axis to
have the difference beloW the threshold; and

detecting the object by determining if difference betWeen
65

the pro?le to the second axis and the projection to the
second is less than a threshold at one of the plurality of

positions.
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4. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of
determining a pixel-by-pixel difference betWeen a binary
image of the target object used to determine the pro?le and

14. A program storage device readable by machine, tan
gibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the
machine to perform method steps for detecting an object, the

the binary image of the object limited to the positions having
the differences beloW the threshold along the ?rst and second 5
axes.

method steps comprising:
capturing a binary image of the object;

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of
determining a pixel-by-pixel difference betWeen a binary
image of the target object used to determine the pro?les and

determining a projection of the binary image to a ?rst

the binary image of the object limited to the position having

providing a pro?le of a target object;

the difference beloW the threshold.
6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the image includes a

ax1s;
10

determining one of a rotated pro?le of the pro?le or a

rotated projection of the projection;

plurality of objects.

determining a difference betWeen the pro?le of a target
object to the ?rst axis and the projection at a plurality

7. The method of claims 1, Wherein the method is per

formed for multiple target objects, each target object corre
sponding to at least one pro?le.

15

of positions along the ?rst axis and at the plurality of
positions along the ?rst axis for each rotated pro?le or
rotated projection; and

8. The method of claim 1, Wherein each pro?le includes
a corresponding orientation of the target object, correspond
ing to a rotation of the pro?le, Which is de?ned as the

detecting the object by determining a determined differ

orientation of the object in the image upon detecting the

ence betWeen the pro?le and the projection is less than

object.

a threshold at one of the plurality of positions.

9. A method of detecting an object comprising the steps

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising the step
of determining a projection of the binary image to a second
axis prior to determining the position and orientation.
16. The method of claim 15, further comprising the steps

of:

illuminating the object from behind as vieWed by a
camera;

capturing an image of the backlight object using the

of:

camera;

determining a projection to a ?rst axis;
determining a projection to a second axis;
determining a difference betWeen a pro?le of a target
object to the ?rst axis and the projection to the ?rst axis

determining a difference betWeen a pro?le of the target
object to the second axis and the projection of the
image to the second axis at a plurality of positions
along the second axis, Wherein the differences are
limited to the position determined along the ?rst axis to
have the difference beloW the threshold; and

at a plurality of positions along the ?rst axis;
detecting the object by determining if the difference
betWeen the pro?le to the ?rst axis and the projection
to the ?rst axis is less than a threshold at one of the 35

detecting the object upon determining the difference

plurality of positions;
determining a difference betWeen a pro?le of the target
object to the second axis and the projection of the
image to the second axis at a plurality of positions
along the second axis, Wherein the differences are
limited to the position determined along the ?rst axis to
have the difference beloW the threshold; and

betWeen the pro?le to the second axis and the projec
tion to the second axis is less than a threshold at one of

the plurality of positions.
40

the binary image of the object limited to the positions having

detecting the object by determining if the difference

the differences beloW the threshold along the ?rst and second

betWeen the pro?le to the second axis and the projec

axes.

tion to the second axis is less than a threshold at one of

18. The method of claim 14, further comprising the step
of determining a pixel-by-pixel difference betWeen a binary

the plurality of positions.
10. The method of claim 9, Wherein the ?rst axis corre

image of the target object used to determine the pro?les and
the binary image of the object limited to the position having

sponds to the Width of the object.
11. The method of claim 9, Wherein the second axis
corresponds to the height of the object.
12. The method of claim 9, Wherein each pro?le includes
a corresponding orientation of the target object Which is
de?ned as the orientation of the object in the image upon

the difference beloW the threshold.

19. The method of claim 14, Wherein the image includes
a plurality of objects.
20. The method of claims 14, Wherein the method is

performed for multiple target objects, each target object

detecting the object.
13. The method of claim 9, Wherein the object is deter
mined according to the equation:

M¢(I')=(Ei(ab5(1(i+f)-P¢(i))))/A¢

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising the step
of determining a pixel-by-pixel difference betWeen a binary
image of the target object used to determine the pro?le and

55

corresponding to at least one pro?le.

21. The method of claim 14, Wherein each pro?le includes
a corresponding orientation of the target object, correspond
ing to a rotation of the pro?le, Which is de?ned as the

Where M¢(j) is a normaliZed measure of dissimilarity for a

orientation of the object in the image upon detecting the

position j, P¢(i) is a trained image value, I(I+j) is a projection

object.

value for the ?rst axis, and AP is the area under the training

object.

